SURVEY THROWS LIGHT ON ATTITUDES TO SETTLEMENT

Ulster amnesty rejected

Most Protestants in favour of emergency legislation.
Most people would prefer to see the law run its full course.
Most nationalists willing to accept some sort of amnesty.

Why you feel prisoners should serve their time

Emergency legislation - Which two of the following scenarios would you pick, in order of preference?

- Potential second order
- Potential first order
- Catholic second order
- Catholic first order

Yes to amnesty or immunity as part of a peace settlement

Gaelic Sinn Fein Catholic All of Northern Ireland UUP Protestant SDLP

Hole in the wall gang in counter revolution

A new breed of farming newspaper

Now more comprehensive and published every week. Discover why Farm Trader is essential reading for our agri-food industry.

FARM TRADER keeps you up to date, with in-depth coverage of flagship events like Agri-Food Week, agricultural shows, farm income, weather, trends, machinery, deals, management and prices.

FARM TRADER has an unbeatable team of highly regarded agricultural journalists, including David McIlroy of Armagh, Mark Wright of Newtownhamilton, Margaret Cooper of Dungannon, John McCann of Aughnacloy, Peter Hetherington of Lisburn, and Colin Walker of Omagh. They provide you with the most comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of the agri-food industry.

FARM TRADER exclusively carries "Agriculture in Northern Ireland" the official monthly publication of the Department of Agriculture.

FARM TRADER - a superb marketplace for buying and selling livestock, machinery, and agri-food products. With classified ads, events, prize lists, weather, and news.

Ulster's new Agri-food newspaper

On sale every Thursday at Newsagents province-wide.